[Calcifications in temporal arteries -- their morphogenesis in comparison to physiological osteogenesis].
Vascular calcification, traditionally regarded as a dystrophic process, has recently been interpreted as a bone-like biologically regulated phenomenon. Because temporal arteries which also contain calcifications are easily available from biopsies of older individuals with suspected giant cell arteritis, we studied the morphogenesis of this calcification in comparison with the development of fetal bone. Formaldehyde fixed arteries were processed in paraffin sections and investigated by light-, transmission-, and scanning electron microscopy. The atomic composition of the calcifications was estimated by X-ray microanalysis. Fetal bone, also fixed with formaldehyde, was investigated using identical methods. Early calcifications are often present as focal or diffuse granular mediacalcinosis. With increasing age, calcified granules appear in association with the internal elastic membranes and progress to sheet-like calcifications. Ultrastructurally calcospherites, not rarely exhibiting the Liesegang phenomenon, are the hallmark of early calcifications. In advanced sheet-like calcification calcospherites could be detected as components of the calcified lumps. Calcospherites also appear in endochondral calcification, but are absent in calcified osteoid. The ultrastructure of calcospherites in provisional endochondral ossification differs from that in vascular calcification. Instead of corpuscles as with the Liesegang phenomenon, radial clusters of needle-like crystals resembling apatite are present. While calcospherites of the tunica media often contain a high amount of magnesium, calcified sheets as well as bone exhibited in contrast a low magnesium content. It is concluded that, comparable to granular mediacalcinosis of the aorta, development of calcified arteriosclerotic plaques, and Mönckeberg's disease, calcification of small muscular temporal arteries is also initially a calcospherite-dependent process. It is generally accepted that these calcified corpuscles represent remnants of calcified necrotic or apoptotic cells. In the phase of confluence with the appearance of sheet-like calcification, a low bone-like magnesium content that differs from the high amount in the isolated medial calcospherites was measured. This finding, together with the observation that calcified sheets contain calcospherites, supports the hypothesis that vascular calcification in general is different from bone formation and has to be regarded as a biphasic process initiated by the appearance of calcospherites and followed by a secondary calcifying phase with the formation of bone-like apatite that leads to rock hard lumps of calcified vessels.